The thermoelectric power (TEP) of YBa,Cu,O,_, single crystals has been measured as a function of pressure up to 8 GPa. The ab-plane TEP decreases monotonically. The c-axis TEP shows a broad maximum around 1.5 GPa, followed by a decrease with a further increase in pressure.
The transport properties of YBa,Cu,O,-, in the normal state have attracted attention, as an understanding of the mechanism of conduction in the normal state is likely to provide an understanding of the mechanism of superconductivity itself. The measurement on clean systems, especially the single crystals, is therefore important. The measurements on single crystals of electrical resistivity, I,' thermoelectric power (TEP),2-6 thermal conductivity, ' and infrared gap8 indicate that the normal-state properties are highly anisotropic. These measurements are all done at ambient pressure. The studies at elevated pressures include the pressure dependence of T, ,9,1D structure and compressibility, 11,12 and the uniaxial stress dependence of electrical resistivity." In this Brief Report we report the results of TEP measurements on single crystals in the ab plane and along the c axis as a function of pressure up to 8 GPa.
The single crystals of YBa,Cu,O,-, usere grown by the procedure reported earlier." The T, of these crystals were in the range of 85-91 K . The value of x by spectroscopic method was found to he 0.05. The crystals measuring approximately 1.5X4 mm2 ( a b plane) and 0.4 mm along the c axis were used in the present studies. A pair of tungsten carbide opposed anvil set-up (12.5-mm flat face) was used to generate pressure. The TEP in the a6 plane, So,, was measured by slightly modifying the cell described earlier. '' A crystal (1.5X4X0 .4 mm') was placed at the central hole of a pyrophyllite gasket with the a6 plane of the crystal (parallel to the plane of the gasket) and the annular gap filled with talc-epoxy mixture. The gasket-specimen assembly was thinned down to 0.27 mm by working both sides of the gasket on 600-grade emery paper. The specimen was separated from the anvils by sandwiching the gasket-specimen assembly between two pyrophyllite gaske'ts (0.3 mm thick) with talc discs at the center. A temperature gradient in the a b plane was set up by placing a 0.1-mm diameter heater wire near one end of the specimen. The thermo-emfs were measured at two points 1 mm apart, situated symmetrically about the center of the cell, across the two chromel ( V,, ) and the two alumel ( V,, 1 wires of the chromel-alumel thermocouples.
A Keithley 196-L 0 microvoltmeter and a Leeds & Northrup nanovolt pot4 tiometer (for smaller voltages) were used in the measments. The thermoelectric power, So,, was then calcub ed using the equation15
where r is the ratio CV,,/V,, j, Q, and Q, are the st dard TEP values of alumel and chromel wires, respe ly. A temperature gradient of 1 K was maintained pressures The linearity of the signal versus the tern ture gradient was checked by varying the heater ponc
The TEP along the c axis, S,, was measured us11 similar cell but the temperature gradient was set up along the axis of the anvil by heating the lower anvil and the thermo-emfs on the two faces of the specimen were measured with a pair of chromel-alumel thermocouples 8s b e mi del f'? <re, The details of the cell are given elsewhere.I6
The pressure dependence of Sob is shown in Fig. 1. 'hrting from 10.5 pV K -' at one atmosphere and 300 K, +~b dzcreases initially at the rate 1.48 pVK-'GPaC', reaches 2.5 p V K -' at 8 GPA. The c-axis TEP at atmosphere and 300 K is 14 p V K -! and increases iallg, reaching a maximum (30 p V K -" at 1.5 GPa ,i decreases at a rate 2.26 pV K -' GPa-' with further {:crease in pressure (Fig. 2 ) is very stfive to the oxygen content, and most of the ublished data can he accounted for nt in the present samples determined ectroscopic method, which gives most surface conwas reported to he 6.95. Since the samples thick (0.4 mm) it is likely that the oxygen concentrathe interior was much lower than that detected at urface. During the sample preparation for TEP ----~_ _ measurements (described in the second paragraph) the top layers of the as-prepared samples were removed exposing the crystal region of lower oxygen content. Comparison of the present TEP values at 300 K and one atmosphere with those obtained in other studies indicates that the oxygen content in the present samples was close to 6.8.
The TEP in the ab plane, S,,, decreases monotonically with increasing pressure. This behavior can he related to the decreasing unit-cell parameters upon application of pressure, as seen from x-ray-diffraction studies on polycrystalline YBa$u,O,~-,.
Because of the increasing bandwidths in the ab plane, S,, tends to he more metallic in nature with increasing pressure.
The conduction mechanism along the c axis seems quite different from that in the ab plane as seen from the S, versus pressure plot. Neutron diffraction studies un-.
der hydrostatic pressures" showed that even though the c-lattice parameter decreased with increasing pressure, the Cu(l)-0(4), i.e., the bond distance between the chain copper and the apical oxygen ions remained alnost constant and the CuO, plane copper and the apica; axygen ion distance [Cu(2)-0(4)] decreased steadily. Also, the larger the value of x the higher is the percentage of decrease in the Cu(2)-0(4) bond distance. Cronimie et a/.," from their resistivity measurements on single crystal YBa,Cu,O,-, under uniaxial pressure along the c axis have found that resistivity, p c , decreases rapidly with increasing pressures up to 0.1 GPa. It was seen that the c-axis conductivity was roughly proportional to It: 1' where tl is the matrix element for the interplanar charge transfer. The above experiments were carried out at rather low pressures, with neutron diffraction studies going up to 0.6 GPa and the p< measurements being carried up to 0.1 GPa. While the resistivity studies reflect an increase in the bandwidths, the neutron diffraction studies seem to indicate the interplanar spacing has not been reduced sufficiently at low pressures to lead to metallic behavior along the c axis. The TEP measurements along the c axis show an initial increase indicative of a semiconductorlike behavior and beyond 1.5 GPa the metallic behavior sets in leading to a drop in S, beyond this pressure. Since no data on the interplanar distances are avail-able at such high pressures, it is difficult to estimate the critical distances required to induce metal-like behavior along the c axis.
The measurement of lattice parameter as a function of pressure'z~z' indicates that the c-axis compressibility (fl, =O.W33 GPa-') is more than the 0-or b.ax,i compressibility CP,=0.0013 GPa-', 8b=O.oOlS Gpa-': The larger rate of decrease with pressure of S, (beyond ;
